Irving Geis, who died in New York on 22 July 1997 at the age of 88, was a pioneer in the depiction of the structures of biological macromolecules. He was caught up in the subject 36 years ago, when Scientific American asked him to illustrate John Kendrew's December 1961 article on the first protein structure, that of sperm whale myoglobin. This was followed by illustrations for David Phillips' November 1966 Scientific American article on the first enzyme structure, that of hen egg lysozyme. In 1968 he coauthored The Structure and Action of Proteins with Richard Dickerson, creating a style that was instantly recognizable and that contributed much to the way in which later computer programs depicting protein folding were designed.
But Irving Geis was more than just a molecular draftsman. His 
Biology in pictures Molecular artistry
drawings inevitably contained aspects of artistic merit; not for art's sake, but for the sake of increased comprehension by the viewer. The four drawings on the previous page illustrate how Geis' macromolecular representations evolved from the literal to the abstract.
In the A-DNA helix at upper left, every atom is in place and correct, although Geis has added transparent bands of color that emphasize the double-helical backbone. The cytochrome c painting at upper right is more abstract, depicting only the heme group, α carbons connected by sticks that represent peptide bonds and polar sidechains extending out from the molecular surface. Again, what is drawn is precise, but Geis' artistic contribution was to emphasize the importance of the iron atom in the heme group by making it the sole source of illumination in the painting. If this suggested some of the paintings of the sixteenth century Flemish masters, so much the better. He called this his "molecular lantern" painting.
The ribonuclease-S painting at lower right is even more abstract, but again with a purpose. Extended chains participating in β sheets are represented by flattened arrows, in a style that has become conventional in computer graphics. The rest of the polypeptide chain is drawn as flexible wires, coiled here and there into α helices. Only the key amino-acid sidechains of the active site and disulfide bridges are drawn explicitly, and these are positioned accurately.
The result is an abstract and simplified molecule that nevertheless conveys precise scientific information.
A still higher level of abstraction is represented by the complex of DNA with the TATA-binding protein and other transcription factors at lower left. Here, the goals were twofold: to show the radical bending of DNA produced by transcription factor binding, and to illustrate the role of the large functional complex of many factors in bringing widely separated regions of DNA duplex into close proximity. For these purposes a detailed, atomby-atom depiction of the factors was unnecessary, and Irv avoided obscuring the didactic point with unnecessary detail.
The ultimate in abstraction, the four cherubs bearing hearts, at first appears to have no connection at all with science. But their labels are a giveaway. The cherubs illustrate (quite accurately) the relative orientation of subunits in the hemoglobin molecule, with each heart representing a heme group (which also is red).
Irving Geis accumulated a lifetime of scientific paintings, drawings, preliminary sketches, models and correspondence with the scientists with whom he worked. It was his greatest wish that this mass of material be preserved in one place for reference and use by students, in the form of the Geis Archives. For Rebek, a synthetic organic chemist whose own work had until the 1980s focused on straight chemistry, his new appointmentenabled by a $100 million grant from multimillionaire benefactor Sam Skaggs, the founder of a chain of drugstores -was an opportunity to begin to answer the question.
The new institute will stake its claim at the most exposed place on the frontier between chemistry and biology: using chemical components to make the real thing -life itselfin the test tube. "The question for me is not what happened when life began," he says, "because we can't know that, but how could it have happened?" Rebek began on this path in 1990, when he was a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). He created a pair of quasi-biological molecules with a unique feature. Put them together in a bath of organic solvent and they would form a product that itself was a catalyst to bring the two molecules together. Two became four, four eight until there was practically an explosion in the Erlenmeyer flask. It was not life, not by any stretch, but the selfcatalyzing reaction gave a clue as to how some early life-forming molecules might have reproduced. But although he played the game, Rebek also admitted -at least privately -that his self-replicating molecules were something of a novelty, "a parlour trick." A favourite Rebek aphorism speaks volumes about his attitude: "A lot of science is like this," he says. "You shoot an arrow in the wall, and when no one is looking, you draw a bulls-eye around it." Many other successful chemists, explains Rene Wyler, a Swiss chemist who recently completed a post-doctoral fellowship in Rebek's laboratory, "take themselves extremely seriously." Not Rebek, who was known for wearing shorts and a baseball cap to his MIT office. "He makes them jealous because he knows how to enjoy himself -but his work is still more interesting than theirs and he gets rewarded for that." Perhaps Rebek's twinkle-in-theeye attitude about his science arose because he does not take the academic life for granted. Rebek is an immigrant whose parents fled Hungary in 1945. He spent teenage summers working for his housepainter father (who had been a lawyer back in Hungary). About all that remains of his Central European heritage -he came to the United States at the age of five -is some fluency in Hungarian and a mordant sense of humour.
"Chemistry offered me an escape," he says. Plucked from an organic chemistry class of 250 by a University of Kansas professor who hired him for summer work, Rebek bounded up the ladder to success. He worked on traditional problems in organic chemistry as a junior faculty member at the University of California, Los Angeles, and then switched to studying the nature of the hydrogen bond, the kind used by many biological systems, which resembles the glue on a Post-It note: sticky but not permanent. His work took him to the University of Pittsburgh and then to MIT, where, he says, he "surfed" a wave of interest in so-called "molecular recognition." When asked to define this kind of 'surfing', he says, "You may not actually be doing the popular thing," but if you describe your work that way, "you can do what you like, which is even better."
But being unconventional in laboratory science means being able to persuade some of a scientist's harshest critics -his own graduate students and post-docs. The ability to convince subordinates to do risky projects is one that Rebek possesses in abundance. "He always has these crazy ideas," recalls Thomas Carell, a former post-doc now at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich. "And at the beginning, everybody says, 'this won't work, no way.' But he pushes it, and says to the graduate student, 'Why don't you think in this direction?' " Then Rebek comes back again -usually straight from playing tennis -and says, " 'You know, I thought about your problem and here's something that might work.' And the more you say no, the more he's saying, 'It has to work.' All of a sudden," says Carell, "some experiments are starting, and the student realizes this might work after all." Carell says admiringly that Rebek rarely tells his students how to do a reaction, just that they should think about a way to make it work. He thus distinguishes himself from many other chemists by exploiting not the manual labor of his students but rather their creativity.
It may have been on the tennis court that Rebek cooked up his latest idea, together with colleague and tennis partner Javier de Mendoza. In thinking about biological boundaries, Rebek and de Mendoza decided that they should make a molecule that could self-assemble into a shell around some other molecule or molecules. Other capsules existed, Rebek recalls, but they were either inert, or held together with nearly unbreakable covalent bonds. What Rebek wanted to try were 'tennis balls', held together not by covalent but rather by hydrogen bonds. "Only two or three people in the world were making capsules," says Rebek, both because they are difficult to make and because until you have them, it's hard to imagine how to use them.
But the 'tennis balls' that Wyler, de Mendoza and Rebek successfully made were a not-quite-so-crazy idea. Once the molecules existed, scientists could imagine using them to deliver drugs or to trap and observe unstable chemical intermediates. Most intriguing of all, it elevated Rebek's systems -which now had a primitive "membrane" -closer to meeting the definition of test-tube life.
Rebek is not yet sure what else he can fit inside one of his capsules -one goal is to put in selfreplicating molecules like those he described in 1990 to form a miniature version of a virus. But wherever he shoots the arrows, those who follow his work can expect to see more bullseyes appearing before long.
